Geography

RE
Christianity
To extend and deepen their factual knowledge of how and
why Christmas is celebrated by Christians.
To understand how and why Advent is important to
Christians and reflect on their own feelings, experiences,
ideas, beliefs and values.

Uk-Lake District
To locate geographical positions of the United Kingdom
To understand human and physical geography
To identify human and physical geographical features of the United Kingdom
To investigate features of the Lake District
To research the impact of tourism on the Lake District

Art/DT

Textiles

Science
Space
To recognise the stars - apart from the Sun - are far
outside the Solar System. They look as if they are in
groups, which we call constellations.
To recognise the Sun is a star at the centre of the
Solar System.
To recognise the Earth is one of the nine planets in
our Solar System, all of which orbit the Sun.

Making Christmas Stockings
PE
Football
To identify a range of passes
To understand the rules of footwork
To understand the importance of marking/dodging
To attack effectively
To shoot accurately
To identify different positions
Dance
To improvise freely to develop the idea of writing a
name into appropriate movements
To observe each other dancing
To develop different ways of travelling, jumping and
turning
To perform basic actions and dances fluently
To work with a partner, observe and evaluate

Battle Hill Primary School
Year 3 medium Term Plan
Autumn 2
Uk – Lake District

PSHCE/Seal
French
Unit 1 Moi Greetings. Introducing yourself. Making
simple statements (about name and age) Ask simple questions (about name and age) Numbers 1-10
Computing
Communication and Collaboration (laptops)

Getting on and falling out / anti-bullying
To know how to look and act friendly.
To know how to be a good listener
To be able to give and receive compliments
To know anger triggers
To identify how our bodies change when we are angry
To think of ways to stay calm
To stay clam and use peaceful problem solving
To know the term win-win and try to find one in a conflict.
To think of ways to give friendship tokens

English
Writing and performing a play
To compare a story with a play script
To sequence a play script
To identify and use the features of a play
script
To understand and use adverb
To perform a play
Instructions
To follow a set of instructions and identify
features
To understand imperative verbs
To identify the information needed to write a
set of instructions
To write a set of instructions

Maths
Number and Place Value, Addition and Subtraction,
Geometry (properties of shapes, Measures, Multiplication and Division, Fractions, Geometry (position
and direction) and Statistics

Music

Charanga—Let us fly

